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Attrition versus Amplification: Mining Clusters in the Social Graph

Marketing via social media:
brave new world or same old game?
Welcome to a revolution that sometimes seems hamstrung by the same
old notions it was supposed to overcome.

graph for leads can give a marketer,
especially a small to mid-sized business, an opportunity for growth and
evangelism like none they’ve had before.

We mean the social media marketing
revolution, which offers unique new opportunities for engaging with consumers on a precise, almost one-to-one
level…but where many marketers default to the same “mass marketing” formulas they relied upon in “old media”
channels.

But to make the most of the opportunity,
they’ve got to understand the uniqueness of social media, its real power to
precisely target and amplify their efforts in ways no other marketing medium can match.
And that means avoiding doing things
the same old way.

Make no mistake: mining the social
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There’s no such thing as a surgical
shotgun
Never forget two key points about
social media marketing and your
brands.

That’s because many marketers view the
social Web with the same basic philosophy that served them in using TV, or print,
or radio: they see it as a mass medium
where the way to reach potential customers is through mass media approaches:
blasting out your message in as many
places as you an afford, in the hopes of
capturing some share of users.

1) Traditional marketing is PUSHbased; now, thanks to social media,
marketing is becoming about PULL.
2) To engage and retain them, every
person who interacts with your brand
needs to feel valued, since they each
now have more social influence and
potential social reach than ever before
in history.

Why does this happen? Sometimes it’s
because of hidebound ideas.
Sometimes because they neglect to
use the tools for mining social data that
can make a difference.

Yet despite these corollaries, if you’ve
spent any time at all on the social
Web, you’ll probably have noticed the
frequency of ads and offers that try
to drive you toward interaction with a
brand you may have very little interest about.

So a brand may capture tens of thousands of “Likes” on Facebook, but the
vast majority of them may be from people with faint interest in purchase, let
alone brand evangelism.
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‘Social’ networks are ‘personal’ network
The problem is that Facebook, Twitter
and other social channels aren’t mass
media. They may aggregate millions of
users, but every one of those users is in
their own personal network — or, more
accurately, they’re part of a multitude of
different personal networks, each serving a different social need.

telligence tools that can mine the social
graph to create an accurate profile
of users’ personal networks, prior
behaviors, preferences and recommendations, any social targeting program will see a great deal of slippage
— just like traditional media programs.
That may not bother a big marketer with
deep pockets. But for a small to midsized business, it’s a real concern.

So unless a social media marketing
program is built on precise business in-

Volvant Lead Generation Machine™ visualization of social users, their influence levels and connections: pink bubbles represent brands/Facebook pages.
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The marketer’s choice:
Attrition or Amplification?
Some would say there’s a measure of
both in any social media marketing effort, but a good marketer is out to optimize ROI. That’s accomplished by
precision social targeting…not “carpet
bombing the social Web,” as one could
describe it.

only a sliver of those who do may constitute quality leads or prospective
brand evangelists.
Even a brand that does may have a
hard time following up and activating those leads: Old Spice did a magnificent job of capturing fans with its
“Smell Like a Man” campaign, but then
notoriously neglected to know what to
do with them.

Attrition is simple to understand: you
might invest in reaching a horde of users, but very few will respond — and
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The singular power of social media…
…is Amplification, the natural result
when you’re enlisted engaged, evangelistic influencers in your cause
who’ll pass the word to others.

When you consider it, the most important marketing activity that happens in your social campaign isn’t what
happens between you and your target,
but what they do afterward. Did you
cause your audience to want to share?

Renowned analytics expert Avinash
Kauschik , among others, has created
metrics around Amplification Rate
which attempt to measure the effects of
shares, retweets, and other secondary
and tertiary impact.

Did you provoke a discussion? Did you
cause people to take action?
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Don’t ‘carpet bomb’ — engage!
Many Facebook marketers, as an example, are good at generating static
that actually gets in the way of building real relationships with users. By
“carpet bombing” the social Web with
low-end offers to drive Likes, they may
capture casual users…but that does
nothing to capture true evangelists and
loyalists. In some cases, it might even
drive those prospects off.

such as your own page — to users
you’ve identified with sorting and targeting tools like those embedded in our
Lead Generation Machine™. “Like”
links embedded in the ads let those users easily pull your updates into their
own News Feed.
Remember to include a strong call to
action that resonates with your targeted user, and you’ll be engaging trulyinterested users who you can turn into
potential evangelists before you know
it.

If you’ve identified potential “heavy users” who can be converted into “Absolute Evangelists,” your social marketing platform needs to target them with
ads and offers that are truly relevant to
them.

Other hints? Use a photograph, ideally of real people. That works far better
in the social milieu of Facebook than
a logo ever will. And measure performance using tracking tools, so you can
make on-the-fly adjustments based on
which ads or offers are pulling best.

Your engagement ads should include
offers or calls-to-action that speak to
their specific needs. Engagement
ads promote links within Facebook —
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The results are in.
Marketing analytics are beginning to catch up with the potential of social
media marketing, allowing marketers to see the real value of mining
the social graph.
Case in point: a study by marketing analytics firm 33Across, indicating…

brand lift by conducting simultaneous online surveys of consumers about the brands from
among the 200 million unique users in its brand graph database…
the performance of both direct
response and brand metrics
makes sense, because they are
targeting ads based on consumers’ social graphs — the conversations they are having and the
content they are consuming related to the brands being advertised.

…that targeting ads on the basis
of consumers’ social media conversations and content significantly boosts the performance
of all advertising metrics — both
direct response as well as the more
elusive element of ‘brand lift.’
33Across was able to measure
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The how-tos of Amplification
For any size marketer, this checklist applies:
Establish exactly who your ideal prospect is
Assess the tools you can use to find them across the many corners
of the social graph
Create an advertising program, promotional offer or other marketing
message that speaks directly and relevantly to those prospects
Put the message in front of them at times and places where they’ll
be most receptive to what you’ve got to say
Include a reason for them to share your brand or product with their
peers
Have a mechanism in place that lets you react immediately if they
inquire, buy or share, with responses, followups and rewards that
can cement their loyal
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The incredibly amazing upside:
the promise social media for SMEs
Social media marketing offers an amazing upside for marketers, especially small to midsize enterprises (SMEs) that already understand the
value of personal contact in driving sales and CRM.
It’s a game-changer. And, in many
ways, a leveler that can put SMEs on
nearly the same footing as big brands.
But how well it delivers against its
promise depends on the quality of the
engagement you’re able to foster with
your target.

The bottom line is that social media is
here to stay and small business should
take advantage of the opportunity. People in America want involvement in the
brands they love, and they want to help
those companies become a success.
If you open up the tools of social media and are willing to be transparent
with your customers, they will help you
spread the word and propel your business.

We can’t say it any better than this,
offered by Kurt Walchle, president and
CEO of Survival Straps, in Jacksonville, Florida, who shared his experiences with social media with the Wall
Street Journal:
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The Volvant solution
Volvant is a social media marketing technology firm offering the Lead
Generation Machine, a flexible and turnkey marketing tool for small to
mid-sized businesses that incorporates sophisticated social data mining, visualization, campaign creation and loyalty-building tools into a
single, simple-to-use platform.
With the Lead Generation Machine™, a marketer can:
•

Mine the social graph for qualified
leads, based on prior behaviors and
Likes

•

Profile those leads to determine
key influencer

•

•

•

Manage all of these through an intuitive graphical interface and easy
Campaign Builder process that
makes targeted social media marketing incredibly simple and easy
for any size market

Create and launch promotions,
messaging, offers and more that
can be precision-targeted to each
user’s real wants and needs

•

Integrate target data with Salesforce

•

Install their own apps or third-party
apps under our flexible API

Track and adjust campaigns in real
time, including follow-ups to leads
that can drive loyalty and evangelism

•

And much more…

•

All at a cost that’s right-sized to
their need

For more information or a two-week free trial, visit

www.volvant.com
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